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Golden Knights' baseball team ranked No. 22 in nation - see Sports, p. 12
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Torregrosa/Amoros win run-off election
D Current SG President Darin Patton was
not elected to a second term. Less than
1Opercent of the student body voted in the
election . .
by OMAR DAJANI
and BRADLEY BLOOM
Staff.writers·

. Miguel Torregrosa has been
elected Student Government
President, by a margin of 6 percent over incumbent Darin Patton.
Even though the Torregrosa/Frank
Amoros ticket received the endorsements of the _biggest votegetters of last week's elections
which ended in a- run-off, the
Patton/Bel I ticket lost by 125
votes.
With a total of 2187 votes
cast at UCF's three campuses,
Torregrosa received 1128 votes,
or 53 percent, and Patton got I 003
votes, or 47 percent. Torregrosa
led at all campuses.
"I think Darin's a hard
worker; he's got incredible char-

acter and integrity and I think he'd were quite a few students that were
be an asset to have in office again,"- unhappy with the way the current
said Joe Beaulieu, president of administration was running things,
Patton;s fraternity, Sigma Alpha and they wanted a change, they
Epsilon·.
didn't want the same people in
Rob Morris, 22, a political office one more time.,,·
science major and 3rd in comHeather Wilson, who ran on
mand at student government, be- · a ticket with Shannon Martin, enlieved Patton made the tough de- _ dorsed the Torregrosa ticket. "He
cisions that a lot of the pas.t presi- was the best choice of the two.
dents weren't
The
student
able to do. "They
body has spoken
made popular
for change , and
decisions; he
I hope the .
doesn't take the
change is for the
easy way out and .
better," she said.
that's probably
"I met him
what cost him
at the fraternity
the election."
house and I
Morris was annever liked him.
gered at that
Darin got all his
Patton
was
fraternity broth"badgered and
ers and their girlslandered" by
friends into ofhis opponents.
fice, and it was·
Patton
based on their .
congratulated Torregrosa for his merits; a lot of people on cabinet
victory, but attributed the loss to are SAE's [Sigma Alpha Epsilon
the amount of money spent on the fraternity]," said Orlando Lorie,
campaign.
20, information management systems major and a member of
Torregrosa said, "We tapped Patton's fraternity.
into a market that wasn't tapped
photo/SOLARES
before; the international students
Torregrosa will be in.augu- SG President-elect Miguel Torregro5a and Vice President-elect
Frank Amoros celebrate their victory Wednesday night
and the branch campuses ... There rated into office in May.

SG Election 1995
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by KATIE JONES
Managing editor·
Bicycles can cost $5 at a garage sale or thousands of ~ollars at a
dealership. They can have a bright
yellow banana seat, old baseball
cards in the spokes or racing stripes
painted down the frame.
But the one thing they all have
in common is that more of them are
getting stolen at UCF every semester, and many of the thefts are preventable.
There were 38 bicycles reported stolen at UCF last year, and
only21 of them werelocked.Butit's
not just locking a bicycle that will
help prevent a theft; the type oflock
and the way it's locked make a big
·
difference.
The UCF Police Department
advocates the U-lockforpreventing
bicycle thefts.
Officer Jeannette Pinchera of
the UCFCrime Prevention Unit said
that U-locks are the best type oflock
because they are harder to cut
through than chain or cord locks.
"You should lock a bike with
a U-lock, and depending on the type
of rack, you put a U-lock through
the tire and the frame of the bike,
and lock it to the rack," she said.

Pinchera said it is important
to put the lock through the frame of
the bike as well as the tire~ because
a tire can be removed and left be- ·
hind if it is the only thing securing a
bike.
She added that bicycles with
quick-release front tires especially
should be locked through a frame,
because the tire can be removed
without tools in a matter of seconds.
Bicyclists also need to be care..:
ful where they leave their bikes. The
Police Department can impound
bicycles that are parked illegally,
such as locked to UCF building
signs, inside buildings, against trees
or bushes and other places posted
for no bicycle parking .
"Do not lock your bike to the
front of entrances and exits. Don't_
leave them on sidewalkS and definitely lock it to a stati~nary object," .
Pinchera saiq.
Most of the bicycles stolen
last fall were taken from parking
lots or from classroom buildings.
Ifa bicycle is stolen and turned
in to a police department, Pinchera
said the owner has a better chance of
getting the bicycle back if it is regphoto/ARMANDO SOLARES
A cord-lock (top), which can be easily cut through, is not
istered.
~ ;:~

see BIKES, page 3

the best way to lock up a bicycle. A U·lock put through a
tire, frame and bicycle rack (bottom) is a safer bet.
News
Opinion
Classified
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Tobacco suit
leaves some
students fuliling
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer
. The noose thrown around
the necks of smokers beginning in
the eighties is being tightened fur ther by the state of Florida.
A legion of lawyers have
teamed up with Gov. Lawton
Chiles in filing a $1.4 billion lawsuit against tobacco companies to
recover Medicaid costs from
smoking-related illnesses in 1994.
Foroveradecade,hundreds
of new laws have been passed,
limiting the areas smoker can light
up. Beginning as voluntary moves
by some corporations, the trend
continued to include restaurants
in the Los Angeles area as well as
U.S .. domestic flights. As state
budgets get tighter and revenue
decline, legislatures are passing
lawsthatcouldholdtobaccocompanies liable for medical expenses
incurred from smoke-related sicknesses.
The Florida Medicaid Third

see SMOKING, page 3
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Arrests
• Christopher L. Corbin, 21,
was arrested and charge.cl with drunk
driving on Central Florida Boulevard,
2:30 am. Feb. 10.

Criminal Mischief

L_Q~~w!~'!.~i~~g~ ___6_?!-~~2 _J
Kaplan spends over $3 million annually developing
1

products and researching the tests. We ve proved

• Randy L. Bie.derrnan, 37, reported that someone stole four center
hub covers, valued at $120, off his car
parke.d in a lot near the e.ducation
building between 8: 15 and) 1:30 am.
Feb.6.

that we know the tests inside out.

In 1992, Kaplan predicted the elimination
.. ......._..... of an LSAT question type and changed our
course in anticipation of the change.

.

0

In 1993, the ETS was forced to
":"'"'_..... withdraw a GRE question type because
~
Kaplan "broke the code."

!

i

L..._....

•

In 1994, Kaplan research brought to light
security flaws in the computer-based GRE
tests. As a result, the ETS tempora_rily

·=·· . ;;.;:~
e

results.

Kaplan•s expertise translates

into higher scores and greater
confidence for our students.

Put our research to work for
you on test day.

•
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Car burglary/theft

•Alan E. Phillips, 27, reported
that someone stole a license plate off
his G3f parke.d in a lot near the Student
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. , Center,between4and7p.m.Feb.13.

great research •••

was locke.d to a rack near Seminole
Hall, between 4 am. and 4 p.m. Feb.
7. A U-lock and front tire were not
stolen.

•Shannon P. McGrath, 19, reported that someone stole a license
plateandlicenseplatecoveroffhercar
parked in a dirt lot nearthe Visual Arts
building, between 2:30 and 4 p.m.
Feb. 14. The items were valued at
$53.35.
• Steven E. Kisport, 19, reported that someone broke into his car
by prying out a passenger side door
handle of his car and damage.cl the
door that was parked in a lot near
Osceola.Hall, between 1:30 am Feb.
11 and 4: 15 p.m. Feb. 12.

Theft
!'Scott C. Buchter, 23, reported
thaf someone stole his bciokbag, cal-

culator, seven airplane upgrade tickets, passport and several other items,
out of a study cubicle on the fourth
floor of the Library, 4 p.m. Feb. 13.

• Michael J. Tortorelli, 26, reported that someone scratche.d the
passengersideofhiscarparke.dinalot
near the e.ducation building between
9:30 am. and 12:45 p.m. Feb. 11.
Estimated damage was $250.

• MilkaN. Padilla, 27, reported
• LetitiaF. Binion, 28, reporte.d
that someone stole a telephone, val- ·
that
someone
scratched a driver's side
ue.dat$90,outofaninformationbooth
window
of
a
car
and spit on a window,
out of the Education building, bebetween
9
am.
and 4:55 Feb. 8.
tween 5 p.m. Feb. 6 and i 0 am. Feb.
7.

•PJ Delfyett, 35, reported that
someone stole a spectrum analy:zer,
value.cl at $60,000 out of the CREOL
building in Research Park, between
October, 1994, and 3 p.m. Jan. 6.
• Deana Leffler, 24, reported
thatsomeonestoleherpurse, valuedat
$10, out of a lab in Computer Center I,
between 2 and 7.p.m. Feb. 6.

• Joseph T. Wagner, 23, reported that someone scratched both
sides of his vehicle parke.d in grass
near a baseball field, between 11: 15
am. and 2 p.m. Feb. 10.
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. Battery

• Allison L. Wilson, 23, reported that someone stole her purse
from a bench near the Great Escapes
restaurant, between 12:45 and 1:05
p.m. Feb. 14. The items was valued at
$48.

•A19-year-oldstudentreported
that someone wrote the words ''Glue
your panties together" on a message
board on a door to her room, entere.d her room and hung several undergarments around the room. A man also
grabbed her around the waist when
she e.ntere.d her room and pulled her
into a hallway, between 1 and 2 p.m.
Feb. 3 in Lake Claire Apartments.

•Chris Fabyanski, 17, reported
that someone stole his bicycle, which

-compiledby KaJ;ieJones, managing editor.

GREEK EVENTS CALENDAR

•

•
•
•

compiled by Bradley Bloom, Greek columnist

....... 1-800-KAP· TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN

. Fraternity Calendar:

...

Alpha Tau Omega
_-Friday March 3. ''Tau Time." 6 p.m.-8 p.m. at house.
- Sunday March 5. Brothers meeting at 7 p.m.

•

Delta Tau Delta
- Thursday March 2. "Rock the Arrow" practice 7:30 p.m. at house.
- Friday March 3. Feb. "Ghetto Shuffle" social with AZD & Phi Delta Theta, 9 p.m. at house. practice.
- Saturday March 4. "Liberate Central Florida part deux," 2 p.m.-2 a.m.
-Sunday March 5. Brother's meeting at 7 p.m. in Business Bldg. Room t 19.

Phi Gamma Delta (Fiji)
- Saturday March 4. "Under the Fiji Moon" party, 10 p.m. at house.

UNIVERSITY

TERRACE
AT ORLANDO
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Pi Kappa Alpha
- Sunday March 5. Chapter meeting at 7 p.m.
- Wednesday March 8. Brother's gathering at the Frat House at 8 p.m.

•

Phi Delta Theta
- Friday March 3. "Ghetto Shuffle" social with DTD & AZD, 9 p.m. at DTD house.

•

. Sigma Chi
- Friday March 3. ''Mystery Fun House" social with Kappa Delta. Bus leaves from house at 8:30 p.m.
- Saturday March 4. "Lamlxla Palooza," 6 p.m. at house.

NO MORE
PHONE BOGS

•

Acacia
-Saturday March 4. ''Workman's Ball," 10 p.m. at house.
- Sunday March 5. Brother's meeting 7:30 p.m. at Phillips Hall Room 114.
Delta Upsilon
- Sarurday March 4. ''Big Brother-Little Brother Day," Meet at house at Noon.
- Sunday March 5. Brother's meeting 8:30 p.m. at Bus. Admin. Bldg. Room 2o<J.

•

•

•
•

Sorority Calendar:

S'.Ltc:ent condo '.S •m:ed !or two phone
oca:eo r. Jc:;·1 Shoppes Shopp ng

a-. ·:: 5 0 -j. er ~a : 407 332<6::
1

OR AL REPRE E\1-\TIO\S C.A\\OT BE RELIED LPO\ AS CORRECTLY ST-\Tl\G REPRESE\TATIO\S OFTHE
DE\ROPER FOR CORRECT REPRESE\1-\TIO\S.
\!AKE REFERE\CE TO THE BROCHLR£ A\D TO THE
DOCL'\IE\T~ REOURED B\ SECTIO\ 1 I ..· l3. R.ORIDA ST-\TLTES. TO BE FlR\ISHED BYA DEVELOPER TO
-~ Bl')'ER OR LESSEE.

Delta Gamma
-Friday thru Sunday March 3-5. ''Epsilon Tau 10 Year Reunion." Celebrating with alumni and active members.
7.eta Tau Alpha
-Monday March 6. Sister's meeting at 6:30 p.m.
(Congratulations to Stacey/Heather for Queen of Hearts and Derby Darling)

•

•

•
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BIKES, from page 1
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UCFPD registers bicycles and
issues free decals, which are much
like the UCF parking decals.
''If your bike is stolen, and the
number is engraved on it, and it's
recovered, we know who to give it
back to," she said.
Sgt. Melody Carpenter, UCF
bicycle patrol unit, said that if a
stolen bicycle with a decal is turned
in to any police agency, the agency
will contact UCFPD so they can
find the owner of the bike.
Stolen bicycles are not the
only thing the UCF Police have to
worry about with these two-wheeled
vehicles.
Many bicyclists don't realize
that they have to obey the same laws
as motorists. UCFPD can give bikers the same tickets as motorists for
violating traffic ordinances.

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Pinchera said that bicyclists
should remember to ride on the right
side of the road with traffic and stop
at all stop signs and red lights.
Some other laws that bicyclists must follow are:
•Use a front headlight, rear
light and reflector when traveling at
night.
•Do not wear headphones or
headsets while riding.
• Travel the posted direction
down one-way streets.
Carpenter said that the penalty for traveling the wrong way
down a one-way street is $71.50,
because it's the same as a regular
moving violation in a vehicle. She
also said that bicyclists must obey
posted speed limits and are not al""
lowed to drink and bike.
She added that the same DUI
tests that drivers undergo can be
administered to a bicyclist who appears drunk. The legal limit is .08

Cigarette manuf~cters 'Hook
our children', Chi/essays
SMOKING, from page 1

•

EL

Bicyclists who don't obey
traffic laws face hefty fines

Party Law, which passed in the
waning days of the special legislative session last March, madeiteasier
for plaintiffs to recover cots if they
can prove manufacturers knowingly
sold products that harm consumers.
Although sponsors of the law
intended it to be used against the
tobacco industry, Jon Shebel, president of Associated Industries of
Florida, the state's largest business
lobby, said "it takes away the ability
of adefendanttopointoutthatpeople
assumed certain risk when they utilized the product."
He added, "It arbitrary takes
away the normal defenses that, as
Americans, we expect to be there
for defendants."
Shebel explained that under
the law, a plaintiff only has to show
they smoked a particular brand of
cigarette and became ill, and the
manufacturer becomes liable according to its market share in Florida.
"This type of legislation is
unheard ofin America," Shebel said.
In a statement released by
Gov. Chiles Feb. 21, he said, "While
big tobacco goes to the bank and ·
deposits enormous profits from the
lives they're ruining, Florida's taxpayers, consistently have to make
withdrawals from their wallets to
pay for the carnage."
Chiles added, "We will protect out taxpayers and our most vulnerable citizens by enduring
tobacco's callous practice of hooking our children on a drug that's ,
proven to be as addictive as heroin
and cocaine."
But many UCF students interviewed were not impressed. A
dozen students approached at random expressed cynicism at the mo-

tive and aim of such a lawsuit.
"I think it's pretty stupid!"
said Mehmet A vcioglu, 21, a computerengineeringmajorwho smokes
about I 0 cigarettes a day. "Are ~ey
going to sue the alcoholic beverage
companies for problems that come
from drinking?
Sonja Koehn, 19, an educalion major and non-smoker, agreed.
''Most people who.smoke are taking
their health into their own hands,
they're the ones polluting their lungs,
so they should be responsible."

govern-1

He added, "But the
ment suing the companies is not
going to stop people from smoking.
even if the lawsuit is won and the
tobacco industry pays. So maybe
there should be a tax on cigarettes
that goes directly to cover medical
expenses for diseases caused by
smoking."
"I'm curious what [Chiles']
motives are to even do this and
what he plans to do with the money
ifhe wins the lawsuit," asked nonsmoker David Keys, 25, an English major .
According · to Shebel, the
governor has several lawyers on
his staff who are very close to the
trial lawyers: "We believe some
of the people on his staff have
motives that are not necessarily
the same motives that the Governor has, and are doing it to help
their friends in the trial bar."
The I 0 law firms who joined
the state in the suit are providing
their services in return for up to 30
percent of the award if the judge
rules in favor of the plaintiffs.
This, according to Shebel, could
mean $42 million for each firm .
R.J. Reynolds and Phillip
Morris, the two tobacco giants,
have never lost a lawsuit yet.
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Breaths that slip
away in the night
-Dedicated to the memory of James Willitzm Younger

No one wants to admit that he/she is going to die. As we slip
from immortal adolescence into the withering years of middle
andoldage, wecan'thelpbutbefacedwiththelingeringspectre
of death, as it comes ever closer every day. Nothing seems real
out there until someone close to us dies.
Like a sort of black and white snapshot, everything flashes,
and our lives wheel and spin around us. We loose our sense of
balance; we stumble blindly as our eyes slowly return to f~us.
Color bleeds away into the cracks of our consciousness. Everything seems froren around us. Life stops, if only for a few
moments, and we begin to doubt things that seemed too sure to
us just a few moments ago, questions without answers, the
silence of a room.
Some would say it's we that have the hard part, having to go
on with our inane, everyday lives. How are we supposed to find
areason to go to work or classes, when it could all end one night?
Was it a quiet death? Did he simply slip from one dream into
another? Did his eyes suddenly snap open, jarred awake by the
subconscious scream of his lungs demanding to be filled? The
questioning moments haunt us, keep us from remembering that
calculus formula we tried to learn last week. Images flash by,
past moments and unfulfilled dreams.
Who is better off? Given a choice, would we rather take his
place? Was his lifefulfilled? We know the questions won't be
answered,butwecan'tdrivethemaway.Notyet. Onlytimewill
dull the senses and gradually lessen the uneasiness, until little is
left but hazy memories. The mind is a gentle benefactor in that
regard. What we can't face slowly fades into the background.
No matter what your view of the afterlife is, it is still difficult
to face. How can anyone deny the existence ofan afterlife? How
can a person get up everyday and go one with their lives,
knowing that, in the end, nothing will be left? The idea would
drive some of us mad. You may call us weak or idealistic, but
grant us this belief, if only to get us through each day in this
deranged world.
Everyone's life is just a brief glimmer in the span of the
earth and the universe. Doe8 it all have a meaning? Is there a
reason to get up everyday and go out into the world? No one has
a definite answer, and the only being who could answeritspeaks
only in parables and symbolism.
Life is a precious gift that each ofus is given, and we are
responsible for its use. No one knows when it will end, and for
most it's all too soon. Live life to the fullest. Spend each day,
each hour even; as ifit was the last. Find some sort ofpeace with
yourself so that life and death both have meaning to you before
having to face them directly.

Chad Brunner
Very morta.l opinion editor
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Lefs humor the lawyers and the companies
Before I get to today's topic, which is mutant cereal in
Canada, I want to apologize in a sincerely legal manner to
JOCKEY International, IRc., which manufactures JOCKEY
brand wearing apparel. Recently I received a certified
RIBL~.\E
letter from Charlotte Shapiro, a JOCKEY brand corporation attorney, noting that, in a column concerning the issue
of whether or not you can eat your underwear, I had our butt," she noted.
incorrectly used the official JOCKEY brand name in the
I asked Brousseau if she was aware of scientific experiments showing that Kellogg's strawberry POP-TART brand
following sentence:
"Waiter, are these JOCKEYS fresh?"
snack pastries will, lf you place them in a toaster and hold
Ms. Shapiro points out that the word JOCKEY is an the lever down, burst into flames within six minutes
official trademark, not a generic word for underwear, and (unless you attempt to demonstrate this to a national TV
it must be used "as an adjective foJlowed by the common audience on the.David Letterman show, in which case the
name for the product." Thus my sentence should, legally, POP-TARTS will not ignite until after your segment has
ended)." Brousseau was surprised to hear this and told me,
have read as foJlows:
"Waiter, there's a fly in these JOCKEYS!"
with concern in her voice, that she had strawberry POPI am grateful to Ms. Sha,piro for making me more T ARTS in her cupboard even as we spoke.
sensitive to this issue, and in the future ifl ever hear anyone
Canada: Land of Danger
Speaking of scary consumer things, I have also remisusing the JOCKEY brand name, I will make it my
business to strike that person with a Sears CRAFTSMAN ceived from alert reader Ron Fusco, an article from the
Dec. 27, 1994, edition of The Pacific Daily News, which
brand hammer.
Speaking of hard objects, I have here an alarming item is published in Guam, an island located somewhere in the
from the oxymoronically named Canadian newspaper PACIFIC brand ocean. The top story on page one concerns
Northern Life, sent in by alert reader Alan Nursall. The a 13-year-old Guam boy whose NIKE brand shoes exarticle, by Kim Dominique-Plouffe, concerns a Sudbury, ploded. I am not making this up. The article, written by
Ontario, woman named Dot Brousseau, who was pouring Elizabeth A. Thompson, quotes the boy's mother as saying
some Kellogg's brand CORN FLAKES cereal into a bowl . that her son had jumped up to touch a beam in the garage
y.ihen -please try to remain calm -out came a hard, fist- when his shoes "seemed to explode, catching his jeans on
fire."
sized clump of CORN FLAKES all wadded together.
Here in the United States, a typical consumer, conThe story states that the shoes were turned over to the
fronted ' with this situation, would probably just take it in fire department; a fire official is quoted as saying that "It
stride, by which I mean don a STYROFOAM brand neck does.appear that the explosion came from within the shoe
brace and sue Kellogg's for $4. 7 million. But Canada is not itself."
I want to stress that this is just one isolated incident of
part of the United States (It is part of Iceland). So what Dot
Brousseau did was contact Northern Life, which printed a NIKE shoes apparently exploding. We cannot conclude
story headlines "WOMAN SURPRISED TO FIND A that all NIKE footwear explodes, even if we feet somewhat
LUMP 'THE SIZE OF A FIST' IN HER CORN FLAKES bitter toward the NIKE brand corporation because we are
BOX." The article is accompanied by a photograph of forced to purchase its absurdly overpriced products for our
Brousseau· looking concerned and holding the CORN children, who refuse to wear any other kind because they
FLAKES clump, which looks sort of like an oyster.
have been exposed to relentless multimillion-dollar adverLike most professional journalists, I routinely investi- tising campaigns featuring athletes such as MICHAEL
gate any documented case of breakfast foods spontane- brand JORDAN. We should continue to purchase and wear
ously wadding together, so I contacted various news sources MIKE brand shoes with total confidence, unless we hapthat I have cultivated over the years, and I was able to pen to be among those rare individuals who need, for some
determine that Canada does, in fact, have telephones. I medical reason, to retain the use of their feet.
then called Dot Brousseau and asked her for an update on
Ha ha! I am joshing, of course; I have nothing but the
the situation. She told me that she had received "several deepest respect and affection for the NIKE corporation and its
compliments" on the Northern Life article and that a huge legal department. So just in case I may have misusoo or
number of people had come to her home and examined the malignoo any brand names in this column, let me conclude
clump and had wanted to take it away, but she refused. with this formalstatementof apology to NIKE, KELLOGG'S,
''I'm going to have it analyzed," she said.
STYROFOAM, BAGGIES, MICHAEL JORDAN and any
She also said that Kellogg's had given her some free other giant corporate entity I may have offended: I'm really
products. "They' re going to bend over backward to kiss sorry, OK? So don't get your JOCKEYS in a knot.

Dave Bar1Jl9

.\IEDIA SEHVICE.
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Excuse me while I take this time and space to vent all iny angst
D Too hip to live
Chctcl Brit1111er

"punk." I think many, many other writers have done more
to show the moronic nature of that cause than I could ever
hope to accomplish. Let's just put it this way: I'm sick and
With everybody jumping on this alternative "kill me
tired of people trying to justify their abnormal tendencies
because I'm stupid ... and contagious" bandwagon, don't
by making some sort of connection to a vague notion that
fee) left out just b~cause you haven't pierced anything yet. pity. Suddenly, thousands of mindless followers came up has had more meanings than the word "alternative," in the
I'm sure you've nodced these people (and I use that out of the woodwork to worship this martyr-wanna-be. vague hopes that they'll either sound.like they know what
term very loosely) trudging around campus in their army Clones started popping up everywhere, as angst suddenly they're doing or that they'll somehow make themselves
boots and green hair. Far be it from me to judge people by became popular.
look like their moral standards have evolved far beyond
their outward appearance, but they've spent a lot of time
Everybody had something to bitch about, venting their anything that we, the masses, could ever hope to undergetting themselves to look that strange, and the style childhood disappointments of never having received a stand.
they'vechosenhasalongarichhh~ry.More~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ft drives me crazy to iliink about it.
on that later.
Everybody's looking for a reason to put them-

EXCUSE lVIE?

If you've noticed these folk, anct you must
have - otherwise, you must have some sort of
attention span disord_er - you've probably
also noticed another frightening fact: They're
spawning. More and more ·of these folk are

I'm not even going tO refer tO the mUSiC known
as "punk." I think manu, many writers have
'~
done more tO ShOW the moronic nature Of that
C8U8e than·1COUid ever hope tO accomplish.

setves and their ideals on a pedesta1 and talk
down to people, telling them how to think and
act.Evenbetter,they'readoptingvaguephrases
out of Life's Little Instructions and marching
around repeating them like some parrot just

showingupalloverincias~oomsandcafe~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~waitingtobepluckedandfr~d.

rias, hallways and dorms. It seems a new minority has
popped up on campus and is threatening to have a voice in
Student Government.
But just what is the agenda of this group? What plans
~o - they have for themselves and those who resist using
food coloring as hair dye? I don't think even they know.
Probably the best example of these moronic tendencies
is Kurt Cobain, former lead singer of Nirvana, currently
working full-time as a plant stand. Kurt went through his
entire life bitching and moaning about how horrible his life
was, while he stuffed his veins full of drugs and staggered
around the world, preaching his doctrine of angst and self-

ponyforChristmas.Andabovethemall,Kurt-Godreigned
supreme, sinking ever deeper into his depression and
drugs. When nobody could find the balls to kill the moron,
thankfully, he took care of that himself.
I guess if nobody will make you a martyr, sometimes
you just have to take matters into your own hands, literally.
Wait...before all of you Rainbow-Brites start writing
me aQout how much you hate Nirvana, I haven't even
gotten warm yet.
I'm not even going to refer to the mu·sic known as

Getoffyourhighhorse.Quittryingiopreachtoushow
evolved you are. Just because you make changes on the
outside, doesn't mean that somehow you're now _hip or
~ool or the new Messiah. Cheesy phrases and vague
slogans haven't done much for humanity up to now.
What's to make you thinkit'sgonnachangeanytimesoon?
Everybody's different. Some choose to see how many
times they can use expletives in a sentence, others choose
to actually say something. It only costs $650 to print a
newspaper. Just because it's in print, doesn't mean it has
to make sense or even say anything. Don't believe everything you read. This space intentionally left blank.

\\li::R.hSfJLLLOOKJNc;fOQURN~ \\112flbJ26. lfY~J\lb_c;Of .
~b_nJINc;TO6AY. Pl b A:,b,_ \\/~TO lb! 6b..ND A6Afv1PL.hCOLUMN

oaJAo AT TJ..}hddJTQALfl_a2JDAfUTUl2£ 12243 UNl\lb.R.6fTY 5LVD..
OQLAf\Joo. fL328(7OQJU6T.FAX rfTOlbAT 823-9495.
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Until t er8's a Cure; t ere's the
American Diabetes Association.

Classified

The Central Florida Future

CLUB INFO

Llb.LP \VANTb.D

WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly' Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All WelcQmel
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
All Welcome!

t-------------J
UCF DIVE CLUB
Meeting Mon., March 6, from
5:30 - 7:30 PM, at Kelsey's
Pizzaria, across from UCF
campus near UC7 Theatre. All
welcome. $10/semester. Discount dives, equip., rentals. Sign
up for Key's dive trip for Spring
Break. Call 382-8007 for INFO.
P.A.D BUD BOWL
Come one - Come all. Mar. 5,
Sun.,,8:30 PM. Oviedo Bowling
Center. More info located in PH
116 P.A.D. bulletin board.
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta

CAMP COUNSELORS
Beat the Summer heat!!
Work in Connecticut for 8
weeks this summer. Brother/
Sister camp looking for
students to fill counselor
positions. (All land sports,
swim, ski & sail) Must have
completed soph. year. Full
room & board and top salaries.
For more info call Ken-Mont &
Ken-Woods Camps, 914-7254333 or visit with a Rep. on
March 21 at t'1e UCF Career
Resource Center.
Account/Office; work part-ti.me.
Possible free rent for the work._
Learning in Action 277-2447
VALET RUNNERS
Two (2) positions in the downtown area. 4 - 5 nights per week
(flexible), must be able to start
work at 3:30 PM. Contact Derek
at 425-4455 x 6145, Mon. - Fri. 7
AM-3:30 PM
Twelve (1?) positions. Fl. Mall
area. Frr, Prr - AM - PM
available.Apply in person at
Sheraton Plaza Hotel, Fl. Mall
(meeting room) Mon. 3/6 & Tues.
317 10 AM - 4 PM

i------------..::..J-

SUMMER JOBS-COUNSELORS & STAFF
BOYS SPORTS CAMP/MASS.
TOP SALARY, RM/BO/LAUNLSAT SIMULATION
DRY, TRAVEL ALLOWANCE
Know what to expect and where
· Must have skill in one of the
you stand without penalties.
followin·g activities: Archery,
Realistic LSAT Mar. 4, Sat. 8:00 .
Baseball, Basketball, Drums,
AM - 1:00 PM HPD 260 $15 ($20
Football, Golf-, Guitar, Ice ·
at door) Register at PH 116.
Hockey, Lacrosse, ·Lifeguard,
P.A.D. members $5 discount.
Nature, Nurses, Photography,
Piano, Pool, Rocketry,
Rollerblading, Ropes, Sailing,
Scuba, Secretary, Soccer,.
Tennis, Track, Video, Waterski,
Windsurfing, Weights.• Wood, . ·
Yearbook, Call or write: Camp
1 or 2 bedrooms for rent in large
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd.,
S'uite 406E, Boca·Raton; Fl. ·
private home on Horse Ranch.
Prof./Students. Fem. only. 36533431 (800) 49.4 -6238. Recruiter will be on campus:
9815 or 281-8454
March 2, 10:00 - 4:00 PM, in
room 214 - Student Center.

Wanted:
Writers,
artists,
photographers,
and poets
Implosion: A Journal of
the Bizarre and Eccentric Is looklng for ·

offbeat submissions for
Its Spring, 1995 edition.
There are no guldellnes, other than we
are NOT looklng ~or
sappy love poems and
the llke. This Is a
journal of the bizarre;
keep this In mind
when submitting.
Include a SASE for a
reply. Send to: Implosion, 12243 University
Blvd., Orlando, FL
32817. Questions or
need a sample Issue?
(407J 823-8054.

VALET PARKING POSITIONS
· City Nights Valet, Inc., is now
hiring runners to fill valet parking
positions at several locations
across Central Floridq. You
must be at least 21 years of age,
capable of intense running, have
a good driving record and a
great attitude. We are looking for
safe, careful drivers who know
how to drive a standard as .well
as an automatic, and who know
how to deliver great; friendly
service to a customer. You need
to be available at least one (1)
weekend night and one (1) week
day or night per week minimum.
Shifts available around the
clock, scheduling is flexible
around cla~ses and other jobs,
pay is outstanding. Only clean
·cut, honest, hard workers need
apply. Call (407) 849-0670 for
an appoiatment.

March 2, 1995

TUTORING
Math, Chemistry, Statistics
All levels. Oviedo 359-1332

1-------------1

Teacher, Part-time for computer
classes 3 - 18 yrs old. Early
Childhood, Elementar}' Eds.
experience. $10/hr a class. Call
Rene at 647-2245

fOR6ALb.
PAGEi:f- Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407834-5400

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPNFormer College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140
NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICE
263-7776 & leave message.
I will come to you to notarize

~all

documents for $10. Weddings
$40
Interviewing Techniques,
Resume Writing. Call Dan 6774479.
9 years of experience

Captain Wayne's Native Adv.
Pontoon Boat Tours
Escape to beautiful Lake Jesup, an
area of 10,000 acres and over
100,000 years old. The lake is
home to FL. wildlife incl. Bald
Eagles, Bobcats and Alligators.
Enjoy the ride in a comfortable
pontoon boat,-bring your camera.
and captLire nature in its naturalistic state.
Student Discount with ID.
Call for reservations
(407) 365-1331

MOVING! All must go. 5 pc
bedroom set, sofa bed and
tables, lamps. Obie papassan
chair & more. Call 249-3975
after 11 :30 AM

Cannondale 3.0 Criterium Road
Bike. New tires. Great bike for
beginning rider or Triathelete,
$400 OBO. Mike 366-6210

AUT06
1988 Jeep Cherokee
6 cyl (2WD), 2 door, silver.
$3950 UCF Credi_t Union - Pat
Reichard 380-2566

FREE FINANCIAL AID!!
Over $6 Billion in private sector
grants & scholarships is now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of grades,
income, _or parents's income. Let
is help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
F54181

ARE . YOU LONELY?
Call 1-900-945-8484 and find
that perfect mate of your dreams.
Must be over 18. Cost: $2.95 per
minute.

PURRFECT WORDS
Quality typing and
wordprocessing at reasonable
prices. Located less than a mile
from campus. Pick up and
delivery. Term papers, resumes,
reports, etc. Next day service
available. Call Jeanine for all .
your typing needs. 365-4218

r------------l
· NEED YOUR REPORTS
TYPED
Call 904- 323-9362 leave
message
WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836

WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1 .50
678-6735

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-Resumes•
Manuscripts
Desktop Publishing .
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
.Contact EMSl-bP Services
876-0080

...

•

A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-aroun.d available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

EYES FOR·EVER -OPTICAL
~

•

·-

"THE PLACE FOR EYES"

• THE CLOSEST.FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF

ANY COMPLETE GLASSES
INCLUDING

GIORGIO ARMANI & GUESS •

(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109)

$25°0 OFF
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES
($15.00 VALUE)

COMPLETE EYE EXAM
$3900

PRIVATE BATH
WITH EVERY
BEDROOM
UNIVERSITY

TERRACE,

CONTACT LENS EXAM $50
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

359-0937
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI.
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY

AT ORLANDO

.__· _ .
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some truly unique
perspectives on this .
erazy business called life...

••

Film boy
by DEREK KRAUSE

ourney with me into the mind of a
film maniac. A film boy.
As the woes of March have just
crept into our minds like plastic on a molding
Kraft cheese slice, ·elbows, too, have their
selfless task of bowing out.
Ye ol' radial tip on ye ol' typer was
cracked last week due to an unfortunate incident
offilm boy attempting to become STARKS boy .
This subsequently ruined my ability to
bring you my counseling on the filmogtaphic
nature of my rambles. Though I couldn't ty~ a
word, I still managed to drive through the battered streets of Colonial Drive, one elbow in all,
and caught what my brother watched agelessly
as a youngin' transcend into Hollywood's ongoing festival of evil-sadistically charged comedies.
**1/2 The Brady Bunch Movie

J

How does Hollywood P.!:-tke a movie
about old sitcom, and make money? It didn't
work for The Little Rascals and The Beverly
Hillbillies, but The Brady Bunch Movif definitely fine tuned the celluloid recycling fest.
The Brady Bunch was funny because it
wasn'tserious.NobodycaresabouttheBrady's.
It's nicetoseethatoneofthosestudioexecutives
recognized that. The filmmakers made fun of the
show. They ridiculed it. They beat on its grave,
like a Scrooged zombie would a Dickens novel.
The cast wasn't serious. The writers and producers weren't serious. I couldn'tcare less. So, they
laughed and I laughed with them. All the way to
the Paramount vault.
Each character had its own little graceful
pledge to mediocrity. Jan, without doubt or
Marsha, took home the award for ''I think they're
going a little bit too far with this Exorcist deal."
I loved her, nevertheless.
Although Billy Madison seemed to escape the plot-yielding movie craze, The Brady
Bunch wasn't as lucky. Like most crapcapades
ofnormalcy, Bunch took a dive midway andJan
ran away. What for, I don't know - ask Betty.
Despite this low point, the sick humor and
pure radical nature of the dousing of the Brady
image was cleverly amusing. I grew tired of the

an

story and was more attached to the psychotic
thoughts of the writers. Joke after joke seemed
harmful to a duldren' sear; how does this get by
that pig~faced, money-wrenching executive's
desk?
I ask myself once again. That gun-crazed
copper 'in Police Academy 1,2,3,14, and 69
deliver one of the greatest lines I've ever heard
(and also the longest pause by the audience after
a joke). Situation: Late night Brady Meeting.
Unknown to him, Sam, the Butcher, after rock. ingAlice, walksinontheBrady's.MikeBrady"WhatareyoudoinghereSam."Sam:robe=bath,
mout~=cigar, ''I'mdeliveringsomemeat."Wild
and Wacky stuff. MADNESS.
Speaking of which ...
***112 The Madness of'King George
Just to dwell on society a bit, I heard they
scratched the original title, The Madness of
George lll, beca_use people might have thought
itwasasequel.Thenithitmethatl'veneverseen
Leonard Part 1-5.
The strength of The Madness of King
George is theoutpouringofversatility and desire
to provoke emotion behind Nigel Hawthorne's
performance. Sheer brilliance. Madness is a
sarcastic comedy with serious tones that don't
quite take to stride.
Countless weird acts appear involving
blue piss and farting - an admiring picture
which makes a mockery of the Royal Family. I
wonderedhowmanyjokesonBennyHilllreally
missed. The film falls when Hawthorne is air
sent, but awakens with life as soon as he reenters
the light. A blazing, miraculously appealing
soundtrack emphasizes His Majesty's beauty
and G. F. Handel would be proud of how his
music was united with this madness. Nigel's
Nomination was a worthy one. Here, here, long
live the King.
I will now officially start the Christopher
Lambert Hate Society of America
Ask yourself this question, ''What is the
secret of Roan lnish ?"
What do Ido ifJoey Lawrence comes out
with a movie?
March 3- Hideaway, TheMangler,
ManoftheHouse, Roommates, The Secret of
Roan lnish

This may mean New York' sMueseum of
ello, step in to my oft!Ge ...
cigerette? Well, I don't _Modem Art will fill up with Macaroni collages
smoke, so you're out ofluck. from the 8th grade gifted class of Montgomery,
Ala Budweiser, Schlitz, and Old Milwaukee
A question to ponder: Do all hicks smoke?
When haven 'tyou seen a grubby man in would replace Coke Sprite and Dr. Pepper at
his forties, wearing fithily polished cowboy McDonalds. Everyone would be required to
boots, tight black jeans, and a small green tee wear the "Redneck Badge of Honor." You'll see
shirt hats in Jiffy Marts which read, "Heaven won't
don- take me and Hell's afraid I'll take over.';
Fight the peer pressure of every city in
ning .the
logo of Florida, don't let 0-Town become 2X wide
Earl's town or we'll all bedrivingFordF150's.Now ...
Tree on with the music.
***Magnapop; Hot Boxing- ehhh. It's
Service
alright.
Acually, its melodies are OK~ but the
smoke?
sound
of
aLeS Paul guitar coupled with Koss's
They al"Super Really Cool
Grunge" effects pedal
makes me sick. Lyrically, the album is better than a lot of the fish
in talent pool.
ways have pack of
I
was
Marlboro reds (or the
dissapointed with two
brand of their favorite
aspects of this album.
-Nascar driver) ready for
The
first
is
lighting.
afformentioned,
and
the
For the pa.St week,
second was the
hicks have been pouring
prouduct:ion.
It was proout of walls , faster than
duced
by
alterna-scene
a sorrority girl will take
god Bob Mould. I enher clothes offafter a beer.
joy
all ofMould' s work,
After living the hick
from
Husker Du to
expenanceinJacksonville
Sugar,
and
even
the
rest
of
the
albums he's
for 14 years, I had·my share and moved to the
City Beautiful. Although not totally cleared of produced. f!ot Boxing from Magnapop sounds
the inbred, Orlando has less than its share of as if it were prouduced in a hurry. Mould probably had something more important to do, and it
trailertrash ... or so I thought.
·
My roomate-and I sprung for KFC last shows.***
As far as the general public spending their
Sunday, and it was ifl was timewarped to my
youth. Toothless women stood by their men lettuce, go ahead if you Like their rwo radio semi
wearing the undersized green T-shirts, as there hits- "Slowly, Slowly" and "Bring It Down."
daughter/ granaughter/ niece ran around their Tues aren't the only highlights on the album, but
perhaps the most memerable. ***
feet shrilling "Go-Go Power Rangers."
***'The Love and a .45 soundtrack has a
This is just an example of dealings with
lot
in
common
with the movie it supports: Its just
hicks thepast week. From gas station attendants
rip
off
of
something
that was done before, and
a
to toll collectors, they're everywhere and
better
at
that.
Although
every movie nowadays
begining to gain strength. Just last week, Russ
has
an
all-star
soundtrack,
this one is not as good
and Bo debated Ed Tyll about the good and bad
as
the
first
in
it'sclass(Sing/es)
but holds its own.
sides of hicks on Real Radio 104. l FM. Even
'The
way
to
decide
if
this
album is for you
the media acknowleges the South may be rising
is by the band. If you like the more than 50
again.

H

Duffy's Subs

- -99¢-SUBSPECTACULAR-~---j
-SUPER GIANT SUBS• AMERICAN COLD CUTS
"' •MEATBALL
•BOLOGNA & CHEESE
• 'EGG SALAD
• 3 TYPE CHEESE COMBO
• BLT
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SHO~GAZER, from page 7

percent of the bands, you'll tolerate
the ln. As for myself, the price is
right with ex-Pixie and newly air
pointedBreeder' s fi:untwoman, Kim
Deal and Guided By Voices'
fi:untman Bob Pollard's cover of
''LoveHurts." Other Cool stufffrom
Love and. and A .45 include the
Flaming Lips, newly re-released
Tum It On, Mazzy Star, J.A.M.C,
and The Reverand Horton Heat ***SpikeJonzevideoupdate.
Jonze' s latest MTV jem is for exbassistMike Watts' song"BigTrain."

_ o~ ~upon per pe~.:_with purcnase of large drin~_:J;xpAf30/95 _
10042 University Blvd.
1 mile west of UCF on
the corner of Dean Rd.
University Oaks

We have
Drive-Thru Service

679•2448

DELIVER
DISNEY'S MAGICWITH A
CALIFORNIA TWIST.

<---~~~~~~----'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Right now, Disney's ContemporaryResort is preparing to open it's
all new California Grill. That means we have a lot of exciting
opportunities for outgoing individuals who want to learn all about
the restaurant industry-first hand!
·

for admission
to Arnetica's First School for
Professional Actors
1 2-Year Professional Training Program
•California or New York 1 Merit Scholarships,
Financial Aid Available 1 6-Week Summer School

California Grill is a brand new concept featuring a stage kitchen,
market inspired cooking with an international flavor, and a terrific
selection oJ California wines. And it's a great chance for you to
serve customers in a whole new way.

For information, write or telephone:
120 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016
1-800-463-8990

We have plenty of evening shift openings for Bartenders,
Servers, and Seating Host/Hostesses. You don't even need
expelience. If you're an enthusiastic team player with a real flair
for customer service, you can start showing it off right away!

..

Itfeatures guestappeaancesfi:umDave
Grohl (who will be touring with him
this summer,) J. Mascis, The Meat
Puppets, &ldie Vedder, Han Solo,
and a couple of Stormtroopers. I also
spottedJonze' s name in the credits for
HighO,ctane,ComedyCentral'snew. est show. It's eve~ got a piece called
Thurston's Alley. A weekly clip from
Sonic Youth's Thurston Moore documenting some semi-celebity weird
stuff.***
***Speaking of Sonic Youth,
on the March 28 the Made in The USA
soundtrack will be re]eased. This is a
tiny 1_986 film's soundtrack was done
by Sonic Youth .. It consists mainJy of
atmospheric instrumentals (ors;they
say.) I' II tell you about in a week or
***In case you didn't know,
The Dave Matthews Band and Big
Head Todd and the Monsters will beat

To apply, visit the Employment and Casting Center Monday-Friday,
from 8:30am to 4pm, or Saturday from 9am to noon. Take I-4 to the
Disney Village Exit (26B) and follow the signs.
-

•

•

© Th1t Walt Dis nq· Co.

When it comes to Europe, nobody offers you
more fun-or more value-than Contiki. For
example, a two-week, nine-country tour costs
only $1,244 including airfare.* There are over
30 tours-ranging from 9 to 52 days.
Contact your local Travel Agent, or call
1-800-CONTIKI for a free brochure.

All Ne,w- S·h ow

*Price is double occupancy from New York. Departures available
from most major U.S. cities. Prices vary according to departure date.

LED ZEPPELIN

The World 's
· Biggest Travel Company
For 18-35 Year Olds

Resumes

Friday & Saturday: _
9:00 & _I I :00 p.m.

We Wan! To Pul Our Talenls To Work for You!

LaserGrunge

first -impressions are lasting impressions ... We use our Marketing,

The Best In Alternative Music

on paper so you get the chance to be your best in pe_rson

Friday & Saturday: · I 0:00 p.m.

.PINK FLOYD

<i

Communication, and Advertising talents to help you be LJOUr best

We Write All T11pes Of Resumes:
Student
Professional
NewGraduale
Career Change

!

Call ToJ~ fop A free Quofe:
The ~arner Group

(407) 332-0953

- Shines On

Friday-& Saturday: Midnight

LASER JAii
Saturday: 1:00 p.ln.

- COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50
Atlmlsslon price lnclutles
3·D glasses anti ear plugs, If neetletl. •
Seating 11 Hmlted and on a
flnt·come, flnt-1erved •asl1.
Prices and shows sula(ect to change
without notice.
0
~'V,._
~'{ff.'\~~ 810 E. Rollin5 Street
~~~~
Orlando, Florida 32803
407-896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, I/4 mile East
on left in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking

Haircuts $7. 00 w/ucF ID
Tanning-10 visits $19.99
Perms ·$25.00+up
Full set nails $25. 00
WALK-INS WELCOME

NAIL PLUS

380-2621
11660 E. Colonial Dr.
Big Lots Shopping Center
across from Frat House

•

c401> a91-0933

FULL SETS (ACRYLICS)
$20
FILLS (2-3 W ·EEKS)
$20
•No extra cost (li'mit 2 nail repairs)
• Free American Marµcure • Check for Tanning Specials
(Please Call for Details)
2202 Curry Ford Rd.
Suite C
Orlando, FL 32806

Mon. - Fri. 11-5
Appointments Requested
(407} 897 -0933

•

100 W LIVINGSTON STREET
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

STUDENTS! ·

~

TiE.KEfCJAsn=A~

)

Fri. March 3 • 7 PM

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY .
J

<"'"·"'

C& 1-900-2-COUNCIL

BOSSTONES
I

FACE TO FACE

,

..

PASSES & IDRE r r

tfJ

,

Fri. March 10 • 5 PMS

OFFSPRING
BUSH
Sat. March 11 • 8 PMS

Tues. March 14 • 8 PMS

•

'IIOLE

TELL

YOUR
.LANDLORD
·TO KISS
YOUR
BUTT ----

>

TERRACE
AT

ORLANDO

No need to be rude BUT-T. after hearing about our NEW University Terrace student condos,
1

rna~y students become overly excited 1rhen expressing their true ieelings. We re :)pen!ng ir.

Wed. March.29 • 8 PMS
•

THE CULT .
.

August. so vis!t our Sales/Rental Center today. Located: Univ. Shoppes Shopping Center.
'.2227 Ur.ii'. Blvd. next to Kinkos. Open 1! a.m. to 5 p.m., or call l407 l 382-161 I.

· ORAL REPRESE~T\TIOXS CAXXOT BE RELIED L'POX AS CORRECTLY STATL\G REPRESE~1ATIOXS OFTHE
DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESEmnms. ~1AKE REFEREXCE TO THE BROCHL'REAXD TO THE
oocrnms REOURED By SECTIO:\ 718.503. FLORIDA STATL1ES. TO BE Fl'RXISHED BY ADEVELOPER TO
. AB_L'YER OR LESSEE.

Sun. April 2 • 8 PMS

VERUCA SALT
· Mon. April 2 • 7:30 PMS

DAVE MATHEWS BAND
BIG HEAD TODD
& THE MONSTERS
Get an affordable look that's high on fashion. At Cost Cutters.

Humor and political ca
nists
wanted to grace
our
pages
with
.
your immense talent. Call 823-8192

10071 University Blvd
5174 S. Conway Rd.
425 S. Orlando Ave
uncrest Shopping Center Conway Woods Ctr
Shoppes at Maitland
679-6766
COSTCUTTEIS " 240-9202 COSTCUTTHI" 539-0383
\k"R")'"'")I:
\\,·n·""'"'k·
~ FAMIU H.uit~£ )

\._IAM_IU' HAIR CME

ADULTCU~ISHAMPOo,lrt5%0FF

& BLOWDRYI I CONDITION, 11

$6 95
•

cos1 cu nus·

11
911
~ II

, , .......,...,,.. CNI( \
\ \ n \• \tllll ~\~.:

One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
e~pires 5-20-95

ALL
& HAIRCUT. I IPROFESSIONAL
$
~II HAIRCARE.8. OQ cb0 11 PRODUCTS ~~
COSTCUTTUS
lFAJ.MU'HAllt CAAE

11
11

'"'"'""" "'"

11
11

Long hair slightly more.

One_cou~o per pe_rson

Not valid with other discounts

ex1>tre,s 5-20:9?

_

COSTCUTTUS
f Alt'IU"""' CAl4 E
'"' ". 1, " " " ' k·

One coupon per person
Not valid with other discounts
expires 5-20-95
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Chen has dropped only one set
so far on way to a 7-0 record
CHEN, from page 12

. When asked about the
TAAC Tournament, she answered
honestly, "It will be tough, but ifl
play and practice hard, I think I
can win."
As far as an outlook for the
rest of her collegiate career, she
shrugs and smiles. Right now, she's
just focusing on reaching her goal of
an undefeated season and a possible
TAAC Championship to boot

level of intensity.
With a string of wins under
her belt, Chen is on her way to an
outstandingfirstseason. A TAAC
Conference Championship would
just be icing on the cake.
"I don't want to lose any
matches this season," she said with
a smile on her face.

No. 7 Georgia State Panthers vs. No. 2 Samford Bulldogs, 2 p.m.

byMIKEWIDTE
Staff writer

The TAAC tourney begins
today at the UCF Arena.
The top eight teams in the
conference will fight it out to see
who will partake in March Madness. Here
are
the
match-ups
"°I.fl
along with a 0Ct:
ltl
\j
--1
report on
each team:
-tr

BEDA00..,3

~

-c<">

~

H_ERS

~

BEDROOM 1

.·PLAN FOR
YOUR FUTURE
UNIVERSITY

YOUR BEST PLAN!? Look at our plan. We're the best planned. best equipped and have
the best location of any student condo in Orlando. We'll be opening in August. so check
us out today. Our Sales /Rental Center is located in Univ. Shoppes Shopping Center.
12227 Univ. Blvd. next to Kinko's. Open 11 a.m. to 5 pm .. or call (407 ) 382-1611.

ORAL REPRESE~TATIO:\S CA\'XOT BE RELIED L'PON AS CORRECTLY SWING REPRES8'1TATJONS OF THE
DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESE~TATIO~S. MAKE REFERE~CE TO THE BROCHURE AND TO THE
DOCL)1E~TS REOLlRED BY SECTJm 718.503. FLORIDA STATUTES. TO BE FURNISHED BYA DEVELOPER TO
ABL'YER OR LESSEE.
•

Qeorgia State had a less than
stellar season, but they do have
some capable athletes.
Junior forward Terrence
Brandon is one of the top players
in the TAAC, averaging 19 points
and 9 rebounds per game. ·
He is joined on the glass by
forward Travis Williams, who averages over 7 rebounds per game.
Samford' s unabashed love
of the 3- ball would make Dennis similar result this time around.
Scott proud. They attempted and
No. 3 Mercer Bears vs.
hit more threes than any other No. 6 Centenary Gents, 4 p.m.
TAAC team. Junior guard Joey
This game pits two of the
Davenport (17.8 ppg) leads the top offensive teams in the conferbarrage, averaging 45 percent - ence. However, neither team plays
from beyond the arc.
much defense.
Forwards Jarrod Jones and
Mercer started the season
Jonathon Pixley join in the long strong but struggled in the second
distance assault by averaging over half of the conference schedule.
40 percent from 3-point land.
They have a prime time
The Bulldogs play solid de- player in guard Chance Solomon
fense, allowing just 71 points per ( 19 .5 ppg), one of the more progame.
lific scorers in the TAAC. Guard/
Samford stomped Georgia Forward Reggie Elliot (13.7 ppg,
State 98-74 last week in the final 2.2 steals per game) plays defense
game of the season. Look for a like a glove, using his-quickness
to force turnovers. Mercer handed

'

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . College of Charleston its only

.$. tu.d ent. Lega-1Se.rvices·,,·.
Problems With:
•Landlords
•Insurance
•Contracts
·~Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A Will

•A·Name Change .
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain leg a
, I areas for qualif1"ed UCF students.
For inforrnation or an appointment

conferencedefeat.
Centenary does not have a
great team, buttheydohavesome
intense talent at the guard and
forward position.
AljayForemanandAnthony
Stevens form one of the TAAC's
best back courts. Trash-talking
forward Jamar Com~aux ( 15 .2
ppg) provides scoring punch in
the front court.
CentenarycouldupsetMercer if Stevens· and Foreman can
disrupt the Mercer offense. Mercer needs to shut down Conieaux
and protect the basketball.

{. ,

(. •

MercerbeatCentenary 107101 in their one previous meeting
this season. They should win by a
narrow margin this time as well.

call·823-2538

or stop by the student center ,
roon1210
Monday-~Friday

~ 282-0505

8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Governn1ent Association

Campus Interviews

<

March 22, 1995
<.

Located across from U.C.F., in
the UC6 Shopping Center

We Deliver!

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker,SM is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
12-18 month paid training program
. Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
H you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, sign up
for an on-campus interview on March 22, 1995 in the
Career Center.

If you are unable to arrange an interview call:

1 800 937-0606
$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In Only
Must Have Valid
Student I.D.

or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

~OLDE

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC

" . .. " " ~ .

.'...

. ..•..

~ .

·-.

~

An Equal Opportunity Employer
'-

I
No. 1 Stetson Hatters vs.
No. 8 Florida International Golden
Panthers, 7 p.m.
Stetson is the best team in the
tournament, but FIU beat them in the
final game of the season.
It is hard to imagine that the
samethingcouldhappenagain. Stetson
is loaded with talent. Guard Keny
Blackshear might be the best player in
thetoumament.Heaveragoo21 points
a game, tops in the TAAC, while
leading Stetson inrebounding-from
the guard position. Point guard Jason
Alexanderaverages 19pointsandover
5 assists per game.
FIU is led by forward James
Maczyck, a big time scoring threat
(16.7 ppg). Guard Matt Tchir can
shoot 3-pointers, and forward Scott
Forbes finished among the TAAC
leaders in steals (2 per game).

•
•

UCF looks for the "r seco d bert
There is oo way HU hou1d
beat Stetson, butthen ~they ha e
done it before. Stetson will probabl)
oblitenne HU and gain revenge for
their loss in the season finale. They do

•

•

not want to

leavetheUCF

•

arena without

a trip to the
NCAA tourney.

•
•

~

No. 4
Southeastern Louisiana Lions vs.
No. 5 UCF
Golden
Knights, 9 p.m.
It'sputuporshutuptimeforthe
Golden Knights. All season they have
said that they are the best team in the
TAAC. OK. prove it
UCF will try to gain revenge
for their home loss to Southeastern
Louisianaintheregularseason.lnthat
game, UCF blew an 18-point lead in
front of Shaq and the Sunshine Network.
Southeastern Louisiana relies
onjuniorforwardJohn Picou forscoring and senior forward Harvey Baker
for rebounding. Guard John Picou is a
goodpasserandoutsidescoringthreat.
Picou was also Shaquille
O'Neal's roommate at LSU before
Picou transferred to SLU.
UCF' s lineup is chock full of
seniors hoping to end their college
careers on a high note. Patrick Butts

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

(143ppg, 3.8 apg) is the team's
bestsbooterandpasser.Forward
Ochiel Swaby (17 9 ppg) uses
quickness and an NBA body to
devastate defenders.
But if UCF is going win
the tournament. the other players must stq>Up. OmckRoberts
must play big, and Howard Porter (6.7 rpg) needs to dominate
the glass. Darryl Davis must
shoot the ball well.
If UCF plays with intensity, look out If they don't, they
will be embarrassed on their
home floor by Southeastern
Louisiana for a second time.
The tournament semi-finals will take place on Friday.
The championship game, which
will be televised on ESPN, takes
place Saturday. Then the winner
receives their automatic bid into
the NCAA Tournament

n

*

*Bl eding Di rd r
*Provide intra enou
fluids for burn ,
surgery, or
treatments of illne

id nt vi tim
1 ttin f
for
m philia
*N ~ r nr h on Ii~
threatening di

*Pr id

"We will comp n ate y u for your tim
when giving th gift of life"
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH

$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION
Call for informnLion and/or nppoinlmcnt
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orln1\do 1 FL.

~ special dental care (J/jer for UCF studentS....

A Complete Exam & Xrays
··, -~ ~·.
·
FQR $9'.
0110 (INITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

(A $65.value)

w l om to East Orlando D nt I.
I'd like you to ome in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.
East Orlando

Current UCF ID requited
Take advantage ofexcellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! · Offer expires 3-31-1995

UCF TEAM DENTIST

. ------.

DENTAL
' Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports D!lnllstry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Associalion,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Exten~lve xperl~nce and
postgraduate training In TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. SO and Alafayo Dr.
East. Orlando

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

ow Two Locations to Serve You Better

•

University and Goldent-0d

Oviedo

•

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya quare Shopping Center
(OnAlafaya ra·)

•

679- 778

365-8444

~Th~e~~~A~mi~F~u~re~~S~norts
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Chen adds power and flavor to UCF's intemational tennis team
and seventh respectively.
After high school, Chen did not go to
college; instead she worked for an ·AmeriThe women's tennis team has some- can company in Shanghai. Her desire to
thing of an international flavor this year. attend college and further her education
Players have come from across the globe to prompted the Tampa-based company to
sign on with the Golden Knights.
assist her in searching for a schooJ. Tennis
In fact, five of the six top singles would serve as the vehicle to a higher
positions have been dominated by play~rs education.
from China, Sweden, Norway, England
UCF was the only school willing to
and France. The top spot belongs to fresh- risk giving Chen a scholarship with no
man Jacqueline Chen from Shanghai, China .. knowledge of her abilities. The University
Chen has made her presence known of Florida and the University of South
on the collegiate circuit and is on a seem- Florida were two of the schools that were
ingly uns}oppable rampage. She has not willing to take the chances UCF tennis
dropped only one set on her way to an coach Gail Falkenberg took.
·
"She recruited us," Falkenberg reimpressive 7-0 record.
Her dominating tendencies are a re- members. "I didn't need to see her play
sult of her own hard work and the encour- because her record and ranking were imagement and support that comes from her pressive."
teammates .
Th~ whole process of bringing Chen
"We're very close," she said. "They to UCF took one-and-a-half years. Now
always encourage you to do well."
that she is at UCF, other schools obviously
Chen's addition to the team has have missed out on a good thing.
proven to be nothing but positive. She poses
Although she prefers to play doubles,
a well-;rounded game with minimal weak- Chen has no problem settling into singles
nesses. Her ground strokes and net game play for the Golden Knights. Her biggest
rival that of a professional player. Her solid upset so far this season came against South
game is complemented by her high leve~ of Florida. ·
concentration on the court. Chen defeated their No. 1 player,
Chen agreed that this is key to sue..: who is also the 25th ranked player in !he
cess on the court.
Southeast, in straight sets. Chen was the
"I'm never nervous, and that is very only UCF player to come up with a victory
important," she said.
againsf the nationally ranked South Florida
Her ability to stay cool on the court squad.
has definitely given her the edge.
It appears there is no opponent who
Chen began playing tennis at age 8. · can derail her, but Chen is realistic. She
AsamemberoftheChineseNational Team, feels every match is tough, and she faces
she proved to be a dominating force.
each of her opponents with the same high
As an amateur, she was nationally
ranked in singles, doubles and mixed
see CHEN, page 11
doubles. Her rankings were eighth, second
by DENISE VAN LANDUYT
Staff writer

photo/SOLARES

Jackie Chen is one of five players on the UCF Tennis team from a foreign
country. Her 7-0 record also leads the Golden Kni_
ghts' ladies squad.

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

The Magic put a spell on the Knicks, 118-106, with O'Neal's 41 points
D Orlando beat the Knicks
for the third straight time,
locking up the season
series. Dennis Scott
stepped up with 26 points.
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor
The Orlando Magic (43-13) seem to
have the New YorkKnicks' (35-19) number,
and Tuesday night that number was 32.
Shaquille O'Neal had 41 points and I 0 rebounds.
. "Shaq is just too powerful," said Magic
forward Dennis Scott in the understatement
of the year.
Everyone knew O'Neal would explode
after sitting out the last two games, following
his ejection last Friday evening against the
Boston Celtics. He did so despite Knick forward Anthony Mason tying up the big guy all
night.
"The referees need to control the game
before someone gets hurt, and it's not gonna
be me," O'Neal said.
The Magic have taken the last three
games from the Knicks. In doing so, they've
locked up the season series in case it comes
down to that. It was also a two-games wing for
Orlando, which is now eight games ahead of
the Knicks.
Scott came up big in a starting role,
replacing the injured Donald Royal. Scott had
26 points and five rebounds.
"I'm just happy to be playing well,"
Scott said. "I know you can't lose your starting job to an injury. Donald [Royal] will be
back in a week."
ThetalkhadbeenKnicks' center Patrick

Ewing's pre:--game prediction of a guaranteed
Knicks, victory. The only things farther from
the truth were Anthony Mason's errant jump
shots.
"What do you expect the guy to say?
That they're going to come down to Orlando
and lose?" said Magic coach Brian Hill .
.The Knicks outshot the Magic in both
overall field goal percentage and three-point
percentage. However, in the paint, it was pure
Magic, as Orlando outscored the Knicks, 50
to 30. Orlando also committed far fewer
turnovers than the Knicks, 9 to 18.
Magic forward Horace Grant was listed
as doubtful before the game due to back
spasms. Like the veteran warrior he is, he
payed despite the pain and had 12 points and
· 14 boards.
"Horace? He's such a wimp," joked
point guard Anfernee Hardaway. "No, I'm
just kidding. He sacrificed his body tonight
because he knew we needed him out there."
The Magic now hit the road for a tough
trip out to Texas. Orlando will face the San
Antonio Spurs and the Houston Rockets,
with two of the best centers in the NBA David Robinson and Hakeem Olajuwon.
"It's the toughest test of the year so far
forus, besides the WestCoastswingearlierin
the season," Hardaway said ..
It seems as if the Magic studies hard
enough, there's no test they can't pass.

..

•

.

TAAC oumey preview
•Look inside for Mike White's game-hygame reviews of how the T AAC teams
match up. He notes strengths and exploits
team·s weaknesses. He·ll also give you an
inside look as to who he thinks will he
going to the NCAA Tournament and why.

•

~nfernee

photo/SOLARES

Hardaway nearly had a triple-double against the Knicks with 13
po.ints, 12 assists and seven rebounds Tuesday night.

